A WORLD OF
opportunity
AT
GOUCHER COLLEGE
Baltimore, Maryland
In the United States, both colleges and universities award bachelor’s degrees. Goucher offers 33 degrees in the sciences, arts, and humanities, including international business management, computer science, and even engineering through partnerships with the Johns Hopkins and Columbia universities.

42 countries represented on campus

Afghanistan  Argentina  Australia  Benin  Brazil  Cameroon  Canada  China  Colombia  Costa Rica  Dominican Republic  El Salvador  Ethiopia  France  Germany  India  Indonesia  Ireland  Israel  Italy  Japan  Mexico  Morocco  Mozambique  Nepal  Nicaragua  Nigeria  Peru  Poland  Portugal  Republic of Congo  Russia  Rwanda  South Korea  Syria  Tajikistan  Tunisia  United Arab Emirates  United Kingdom  Venezuela  Vietnam  Zimbabwe

287-acre
safe, serene campus on the East Coast

100%
study abroad

1,480
undergraduate students
Rigorous Academics

At Goucher, we focus on student learning. Our faculty members include critically acclaimed writers and nationally recognized scientists, historians, and scholars. They’re supportive, but academically demanding, too. Our average class size is only 17 students—this ensures you’ll receive personal attention.

Goucher provides a broad-based education with an opportunity to earn a bachelor’s degree in 33 majors. We believe in testing ideas and theories through hands-on research and experiential learning such as internships, study abroad, and service-learning programs.

You’ll have the opportunity to participate directly in research with faculty, if you so choose. You may even publish before you graduate.

“
I admire the faculty members. They are my mentors and advisers. And I feel profoundly lucky to have them at Goucher.

Ananas Khogal-Mustafa ’13

Vibrant Community

Goucher students have a global perspective. Many of them come to us because we require them to study abroad. What this means: You’ll be surrounded by students who are curious about other cultures.

They’re also passionate. Your on-campus experience will expand upon what you learn in the classroom. We bring more than 100 world-class speakers, guest artists, and visiting lecturers to campus every year. We think you should have the chance to ask big questions of important people.

You’ll have a number of artistic and cultural opportunities, too: You can act in a play, join the student orchestra or another musical group, or dance with one of the best college programs in the United States.

More than 70 percent of our students also participate in service-learning, or volunteer, programs. This means they are out in the community putting their education into action.

And with 60+ student-led clubs on campus, you will have plenty of opportunities to make new friends.

“
The study abroad requirement attracts a lot of international and multicultural students. Goucher has an international perspective, and that puts it on the right track.

Azaria Lanig ’17
Great Opportunities

Companies and graduate schools value the Goucher brand. Our students receive a world-class education that emphasizes sound reasoning, critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as the ability to communicate effectively.

We believe in work experience, so you’ll have the chance to apply for funding to support an internship experience. Our prime location is also close to a plethora of opportunities. We’re only an hour away from Washington, DC; less than two hours away from Philadelphia; and three hours away from New York City by car or train.

Our Career Development Office will help you find the perfect internship to gain valuable real-world experience, as well as a job when you graduate.

Goucher students and graduates intern or work at places such as:

- Black Rock Inc.
- Hewlett Packard
- IBM
- The Johns Hopkins Hospital
- Microsoft
- Morgan Stanley
- NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
- The New York Times Magazine
- PayPal
- United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
- U.S. Congress
- West Africa AIDS Foundation

Our Career Development Office will help you find the perfect internship to gain valuable real-world experience, as well as a job when you graduate.

Goucher students attend graduate schools such as:

- Columbia University
- Georgetown University
- Harvard University
- London School of Economics
- Oxford University
- Yale University

The Goucher Difference

Our community of global citizens is the perfect network for a student looking to study in the United States. And we try to make the transition as easy as possible.

Academically, Goucher grants credit for International Baccalaureate scores of 5 and up, the General Certificate of Education A-level, French Baccalaureate, and German Abitur.

Socially, we have a number of services and groups to help you adjust to life at Goucher.

The Office of Multicultural Student Services provides special events, mentoring, and student support.

Goucher’s International Student Association hosts various internationally themed events.

Hispanic Organization for Learning and Awareness (iHola!) sponsors educational, social, and community service opportunities.

LOTUS explores Asian cultures and traditions.

Multicultural Understanding to Transform Stereotypes (MUTTS) works to enhance intercultural understanding.

Umoja focuses on empowering black students of African descent.

Discover how you fit into the Goucher community today.

I knew that Goucher would be a lot more diverse than my hometown. I knew I would meet more people with stories similar to mine. I knew that I would find my stride and ‘my people.’

Thavy Bullis ’16